


 

Nomor : 110/PBI/Pascasarjana/UPGRIS/XI/2020  Semarang, 03 November 2021 

Lampiran : - 

Perihal : Undangan Menjadi Narasumber 

 

 

Kepada Yth: 

Dr. Dhinuk Puspita Kirana, M.Pd. 

Di tempat, 

 

Dengan hormat, 

Berkaitan dengan akan dilaksanakannnya serangkaian kegiatan International Symposium Series 

yang diselenggarakan oleh Program Studi Magister Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris, Pascasarajana 

Universitas PGRI Semarang, bersama ini kami mengundang Ibu untuk menjadi narasumber pada 

acara tersebut pada: 

Hari, tanggal : Jumat, 5 November 2021 

Waktu : 09.00 – 12. 00 WIB 

Zoom meeting ID : 550 480 4846  

Passcode : corpus 

Demikian undangan ini kami sampaikan. Atas kesediaan dan kerja samanya kami ucapkan terima 

kasih. 

 

 

Direktur Pascasarjana 

 

 

 

Dr. Ngasbun Egar, M.Pd. 

NPP: 956701118 
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1. Background  

Academic culture and life in a higher education contexts is an inseparable part from the life 

of education practitioners. Maintaining academic life can be fostered by conducting activities 

that encourage critical thinking and academic culture in Indonesian contexts. 

The Master of English Education Department Universitas PGRI Semarang Indonesia feels the 

urge to the culture such as create such atmosphere. With this thinking as a background, we 

would like to hold a symposium by presenting topics related to English education, linguistics, 

literature, and other topics pertaining the English language education in a broader context. 

2. Aims and purposes 

This symposium aims to: 

a. Conduct scientific activities as one of the working programs of the department for 

academic year 2021/2022. 

b. Establish collaboration with universities in Indonesia and abroad in academic and 

research activities.  

c. Promote the academic program of the department to all students, teachers, stakeholders, 

lecturers and academician in Indonesia and abroad. 

Purposes of the symposium: 

a. Expose students to academic experience where students can explore their interests and 

skills. 

b. Expand the English language knowledge and skills in the field of linguistics, language 

education, curriculum development, education policy, and other topics related to 

language learning. 

c. Foster the academic mindset in terms of research, education observation, and education 

policy in Indonesia and abroad. 

3. Program name 

This academic activity is titled “Linguistics and Education Symposium”. It is planned to invite 

speakers from Indonesian universities and abroad. 

4. Target audience 

The target audience of the symposium are: 

a. Lecturers of English education and literature and other branches of linguistics, education 

practitioners from Indonesian universities and abroad. 

b. English teachers and in primary, secondary, high schools and in higher education levels. 
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c. Researchers, linguists, and other language enthusiasts. 

d. University students at bachelor, masters, and doctoral levels in Indonesia and abroad. 

5. Venue  

This symposium is scheduled to run periodically during 2021/2022 academic year. The details 

of the program are as follows:  

 No Date Topic Speakers 

1 5 November 2021 Corpus Linguistics Lin Li, Ph.D. 

(affiliation name) 

Indonesian corpus linguistics  Dr. Dhinuk Puspita Kirana 

IAIN Ponorogo 

2 17 December 2021 Pre-service teachers identity Siti Nur’Aini, Ph.D. 

Universitas PGRI Semarang 

Teacher identity in online 

teaching 

Chujie Dai, Ph.D. (Cand). 

Massey University 

3 11 February 2022 Language learner's willingness to 

communicate 

Shirley Huang, Ph.D. (Cand) 

Massey University 

Critical Discourse Analysis Zulfa Sakhiyya, M.TESOL, Ph.D. 

UNNES Semarang 

4 15 April 2022 Language Education in South 

East Asia 

 Nguyen Hong Nhung, Ph.D. 

ULIS – Vietnam  

Challenges in teaching adult 

learners (Andragogy) 

AIFIS SPEAKER 

5 16 June 2022 English for business and field 

practices 

Panithi Amatayakul, Ph.D. 

Rajamangala University Lanna 

Thailand 

ESP for vocational school AIFIS SPEAKER 

6 19 August 2022 Curriculum design  Prageeth Sanjaya Fernando, Ph.D. 

Rajarata University - Srilanka 

Curriculum and cultural studies AIFIS SPEAKER 

7 14 October 2022 Translation: Theory and practices Hananto P. Sudarto  

8 16 December 2022 Challenges in Teaching English 

for Young Learners  

Ong Art Tonne, Ph.D. 

Kon Khaen University - Thailand 

Literature and education Barira Nasir, Ph.D. 

Sargodha University - Pakistan 
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6. Participants Registration 

Participants can register through the link shared three weeks prior to the date of the venue. 

7. Closing 

This term of reference for Linguistics and Education Symposium was prepared as a guide to 

run the academic program of 2021/2022 academic year. We are hopeful that people would 

be interested in participating in the program. Thank you very much for your cooperation, and 

we shall hope that this program will run smoothly.  

   

 Semarang, 18 October 2021 

Approval,  

Direcor of Postgraduate Program Head of Department 

     

 

Dr. Ngasbun Egar, M.Pd.    Siti Nur’Aini, M.Hum, Ph.D. 

NPP: 956701118 NPP: 117801339  





CORPUS LINGUISTICS IN THE 
ENGLISH CLASSROOM

Dr. Dhinuk Puspita Kirana, M.Pd

Sekolah Tinggi Agama Islam Negeri 
Ponorogo, Ponorogo



Outline

1
• Introduction 

2
•What is a corpus?

3

•Why use corpora in the English 
classroom?

4
•What are some ways to use corpora in 
the English classroom?



STAIN Ponorogo since 2011

IAIN Ponorogo – now

Research interests:

TEFL

Vocabulary

Discourse Analysis

Corpus Linguistics



• How many words should you know from this 
sea of words?



Which of these words should you learn first 
before the others?



What is Corpus?



In Corpus Linguistics

Corpus:

large, principled collection of naturally 
occurring texts (written or spoken) stored 
electronically.

Corpora:

plural form of Corpus



Naturally occurring texts?

• Language that is from actual language 
situations, such as friends chatting, meetings, 
letters, class assignments, and books

(rather than made-up language)



A principled collection?

• The texts in the corpus need to represent the 
type of language that the corpus is intending 
to capture



How big is “large”?

• Relative

• In 1960 The Brown Corpus : 1 million words 

• BNC : 100 million words

• COCA: 400 million words

• 1-million-words general corpus



Corpus Linguistics 

A way of investigating language by observing 
large amounts of naturally-occuring, 
electronically-stored discourse, using software 
which selects, sorts, matches, counts and 
calculates". 

(Hunston, Susan and Gill Francis, 2000).



Why is corpus linguistics 
important?

• to see how language is used, 

• To see how that language is used in 
different contexts, 

• to learn/teach language more effectively.



Why use corpora in the 
English classroom?



Why use corpora?
• Even expert speakers cannot remember 

everything they know
– A corpus can store and recall all the 

information that has been stored in it

• Even experts speakers cannot make up 
natural examples
– A corpus can provide us with a vast number 

of examples in real communication context

• Even expert speakers have prejudices 
and preferences and every language has 
cultural connotations and underlying 
ideology
– A corpus can give you more objective 

evidence



Why use corpora?

• Even expert speakers have only a partial 
knowledge of a language
– A corpus can be more comprehensive and 

balanced

• Even expert speakers tend to notice the 
unusual and think of what is possible
– A corpus can show us what is common and typical

• Even expert speakers cannot 

quantify their knowledge of language
– A corpus can readily give us accurate statistics



How popular the word is?

• CORPORA



BNC (100 million words) 

the    5.973.437

of 3.009.801

and 2.587.880

to 2.565.070

a      2.136.923

Corpora 128.600

https://www.english-corpora.org/bnc/help/texts.asp


Corpora 128.600



What are some 
ways to use a 
corpus in the 

English classroom?



Which words language learner should learn 
first before the others?



• A native speaker with university 
graduate will have a vocabulary of 
around 20,000 word families (Paul 
Nation and Waring, 1997)

• A vocabulary size of 2000 to 3000 
words provides a very good basis for 
language use (Paul Nation and 
Waring, 1997)



• The 2,000 most frequent words 
are fundamental for any 
language use (Nation, 1990). 

• Knowledge of the 2,000 most 
frequent word families enables 
L2 readers to recognize 84% of 
the words in various types of 
authentic texts (Hwang, K., & 
Nation, I. S. P. ,1995)



Corpus-Based Approach

• Corpus-based approach is empirical, analyzing 
the actual patterns of use from natural texts. 
It utilizes a large and principled collection of 
natural texts as the basis for analysis. 

• It makes extensive use of computers for 
analysis, using both automatic and interactive 
techniques. 

• It integrates both quantitative and qualitative 
analytical techniques



BNC

• The British National Corpus (BNC)

• Oxford University press

• in the 1980s - early 1990s, 

• 100 million words of text texts from a wide 
range of genres 

• (e.g. spoken, fiction, magazines, newspapers, 
and academic).

• The BNC/COCA headword lists contain the 
headwords from the 25,000 BNC/COCA word 
families that come with the Range program. 

http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/
http://www.oup.com/
https://www.english-corpora.org/bnc/help/texts.asp


Word Lists

One Represents the 1st 1000 most frequent words in 
English

Two Represents the 2nd 1000 most frequent words in 
English

Three Includes words that are not found in the first 2,000 
words but are frequent in secondary school and 
university texts. These lists are based on Michael 
West’s General Service List (1953) and on Coxhead’s
Academic Word List (1998). 

Not in the 
list

The words which are not included in the three lists. 
This list may include less frequent than 14,000-word 
level, proper nouns, acronyms, abbreviations, 
alternative spelling, letters with numbers, 
exclamations, errors and non-English words. 



Cred



Go to this website

• https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/













Thank You
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AGENDA OF WEBINAR 

INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM SERIES 

“CORPUS LINGUISTICS IN LANGUAGE EDUCATION” 

FRIDAY, 5 NOVEMBER 2021 

NO AGENDA TIME PIC 

1 REGISTRATION  
 

08.00 - 08.40 WIB  COMMITTEE  

2 OFFICIAL OPENING : 
Dr. Ngasbun Egar, M.Pd. 
DIRECTOR OF POSTGRADUATE  
UNIVERSITAS PGRI SEMARANG, 
INDONESIA 
 

08.40 – 09.00 WIB  HEAD OF 
DEPARTMENT  

3 SESSION 1 
Lin Li, Ph.D. 
MASSEY UNIVERSITY NEW 
ZEALAND 
“Spoken corpora and language 
education” 
 

09.00 – 09.45 WIB  MODERATOR  
Dr. Dias Andris Susanto 

4 SESSION 2 
Dr. Dhinuk Puspita Kirana, M.Pd.  
IAIN PONOROGO, INDONESIA  
“Corpus in Language Education” 

09.45 – 10.30 WIB  MODERATOR 
Dr. Dias Andris Susanto 

5 SESSION 3 
QUESTION AND ANSWER  
 

10.30 – 11.30 WIB  MODERATOR  

6 CLOSING 11.30 WIB MODERATOR 
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